
Depeche Mode Playing the Angel Or “Pain and Suffering in Various Tempos”

As the back of the album jacket reads, “Pain and Suffering in Various Tempos,” we get a
good sense of what lies within the newest album by the electronic pop group Depeche
Mode. Since the band’s founding in 1981, this English trio has been fusing dark pop
lyrics with heavy amounts of synth to get a truly original sound. Purported to be among
the upper echelon of British pop by their record company, Depeche Mode has indeed
been on the vanguard of the popularization of house music since the early eighties. It is
difficult to think of that scene and not think of then-trendy bands built around a bevy of
synthesizers. Indeed, the synthetic elements are difficult to separate from the musical
trope itself. Even though this album might not have been innovative in 1984, the
reappearance of this seemingly simple music within popular culture today is somewhat
refreshing. Although the indie scene has been increasingly incorporating computerized
timbre for several years, Depeche Mode leans so heavily on their trademark sound that it
does sound “retro” with uncompromising fidelity.

Upon deeper listening, the musical complexity reveals itself. The listener is
admitted, and begins to see how carefully this music has been crafted. The ornate
keyboard voices do repeat ad infinitum, but the layering gives a metered sense of the
cyclic motion – like sensing waves from beneath the ocean – and the repetition seems
only to become part of that natural rhythm. The harmonies here are rich in ways that
much electronica can only dream about. The way the songs are constructed, and intensity
is built,  demonstrate a careful ear toward variation in not only dynamics but also in
texture, melody, and accompaniment, which was really quite surprising given initial
reactions to the work. Each song succeeds in building up expectations uniquely so each
track does indeed have a different taste in a very relaxed sort of way.

There are weak points though. Some songs do drag. After 6 minutes it is difficult
to have a song stay interesting when the groove, tonality, and context refuse to change.
The melodies and harmonies often work but become increasingly stale in the latter half of
the album because they steadfastly stick to their expectations. While the songs do play
with tension and although the lack of clear cadences are novel, harmonically the album
sounds downright stagnant in parts. The lyrical content is another problem for these
veterans. Dave Gahan, Martin Gore, and Andrew Fletcher make vague biblical references
that at best leave the listener guessing and at worst have the listener changing the track
due to the monotony of the half-hearted delivery of verse. It frequently comes off as if the
artists don’t care enough to put true heart behind what they have to say, and although an
interesting aesthetic is mirrored in the sterile synths, it doesn’t work. The lyrics can only
try to be foreboding and not actually accomplish the difficult feat of exploring organic
human emotions using hermetic tools.

In closing, although its weakest songs degenerate to rote electronic busywork,
Playing the Angel  keeps the interest level up by masterfully contrasting the songs as in
an aural crayon box. “Pain and Suffering in Various Tempos” seems not only fitting but
that the artists are, above all, cognoscente of the emotive content and the musical image
they are selling. As attitude is still so important, this dark epitaph is a good summation of
the musical content on this album and that the back cover bears this bleak saying puts the
otherwise increasingly dark material in a self-effacing light. Final verdict: 3 out of 4
stars


